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Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and C(X) be the space of continuous 
real functions on X. For 11 a continuous function from X into the extended 
real line, define 
11 1 (1 = sup {I IZ(X)l : x E Xl. 
Let (4, ,..., AA {h ,..., z,!J,~} be linearly independent subsets of C(X) and 
define 
Let 9 = (A : Q(A, .) > O]-. Let $V be a continuous mapping of the Cartesian 
product of X and the real line into the extended real line. Approximations 
are of the form 
F(A, x) = li’(X, R(A, x)) AG.PCE,+, . 
The approximation problem is: Given f~ C(X), to find a coefficient vector 
A* minimizing e(A) = Ilf - F(A, .)\I over A E 9’. Such a coefficient vector A* 
is called best and &A*, .) is called a best approximation tofon X. 
1,~ is a transformation operator. The first study of transformations was 
that of the author [2], who studied transformations of ordinary rational 
functions on an interval. Kaufman and Belford [6] have studied trans- 
formations of alternating families. Williams [9] has studied some special 
cases of transformations of Haar subspaces on an interval. 
PRELIMINARIES 
We will call 12’ a weuk orderirlg function if for all x E X, either 
(i) U(X, .) is constant, or 
(ii) $v(x, .) is monotonic and strictly monotonic where it is finite. 
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If (i) does not occur, III is called an orderingfunction. 
Ordering functions of near full generality were first considered by Kaufman 
and BeIford. Let (T be a continuous mapping of the real line into the extended 
real fine which is monotonic and strictly monotonic where it is fmite. Let J’ 
be an element of C(X). If I^ has no zeros, IV(X, JJ) = P(X) rj(j’) is an ordering 
function. If ET does not take infinite values, IV(S, J) = I.(X) a(~‘) is a weak 
ordering function. Special cases where 1~ is of this form have been considered 
by the author [2, 51 and Williams [9]. We assume henceforth (,uniess stated 
otherwise} that 11% is a weak ordering function. 
Allowing (i) to happen may seem to the reader to be of no practicai 
utility. However, the approach of Williams [9] to curve fitting does involve 
transformations which often map into zero at some points x of X. 
To avoid trivial cases, we assume henceforth that 
is nonempty, .which implies that unbounded approximations cannot be best. 
Part of the analysis in this paper is in terms of the betweeness property, 
introduced by the author in 131. 
DEFINITION. A subset G of C(Xj has the betweenes property if for given 
g,, , g, E G: there is a X-set {/TV) E G such that h, = go ) h, = g, . and for ah 
x E X, h,, is either a strictly monotonic continuous function of X or a constant, 
O<X<l. 
The family (F&4, .) : A E 91 has the betweenness property [3: p. 1527. 
tmklA 1. Let G be a subset of C(X) with the betweemess p~~pc~,t!~. Le: ii’ 
be n weak ordering function. Let 
w(G) = (h : h = w(., g), g E G, 1, h ,j < ‘r;. 
Thet? x,(G) hns tke bet~veemess propert?.. 
CHARACTERIZATION OF BEST APPROXIMATIONS 
Let M(rl) = (x : jf(xj - F(A, x)I = e(A)). By continuity of is - F(A, .)I 
into the extended real line and compactness of X, M(A) is a nonempty set. 
THEOREM 1. A necessary and mficient condition ,foi- A to be besr. tvhe!-e 
0 < e(A) < CE, is that no B E 9’ exist \,tYth 
(F(B. x) - F(A, x)) (f(s) - F(A. x)) > 0 .Y E M(A ). 
This follows directly from the corollary to Theorem ! of [3]. 
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To get more convenient results, we need to consider the direction of 
monotonicity of W. Define S(X) = 0 if W(X, .) is constant, s(x) = 1 if W(X, *) 
is monotonic increasing, and s(x) = - 1 if W(X, .) is monotonic decreasing. 
COROLLARY. A necessary and sujicient condition that A be best, where 
0 < e(A) < co, is that no B E .9’ exist nith 
d-9 WV, 4 Q(A, -4 - PM 4 Q(B, x>llf(x) - &4,41 > 0, x E M(A). 
Proof. For B E 8’, 
(1) 
w(@, 4 - W, xl> 
= s(x) sgn(R(B, x) - R(A, x)) 
= s(x) w(FYB, 4 PM -4 - W, -4 Q(B, .W[Q(A, 4 PC4 $1 
= s(x) sgn[P(B, X) Q(tz, x) - P(A, x) Q(B, x)]. 
COROLLARY. A necessary and sr@cierzt condition that A be best, where 
0 < e(A) < co, is that no B exist with (1) holding. 
Proof. If such B does not exist, apply the sufficiency part of the previous 
corollary. If such B does exist, let C,, = A + hB. For all h > 0 and suffi- 
ciently small, C,, E 9’. (1) is satisfied with B = C,, . Apply the necessity part 
of the previous corollary. 
Associated with the parameter A we have the linear space 
K4 = @‘(A, .> Q(B, .> - QG4 .) W, .> : B E &+,,A 
of dimension at most n + 177 - 1 [l, p. 1591. 
Let (0, ,...) 8,) be a basis of S(A) and 
CD(x) = (t?,(x),..., e,(x)). 
By the theorem on linear inequalities [l, p. 191, we have 
COROLLARY. A necessarJ3 and suficient condition that A be best, where 
0 < e(A) < co, is that 0 is in the comex hull of 
{(f(x) - F(A, x)) s.(x) o(x): x E M(A)>. 
CONVEXITY OFTHE SET OF BEST PARAMETERS 
Let od* be the set of best parameters. In the following lemma we do not 
assume that w is a weak ordering function. 
LEMMA 2. LF is convex if w(x, .) is monotone for all x E X. 
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Proof. Let 4, B E G!“. Consider the parameter C = h-4 + (1 - A) I3 for 
given h in (0, 1). We have for given x E X, R(C, s) being between R(A, X) and 
R(B, sj [& p. 1521. Hence F(C, X) is between F(A, X) and F(B, X) and j(.r-j - 
F(C, .uj is between f(.~) - F(A, x) and f(s! - FiB, s). Thus P(C) < max 
(e(A), e(B):. 
SETS ON WHICH ALL BEST APPROSIM.~TIONS AGREE 
The following terminology is due to Lawson 17, pp. 22-233. 
DEFI?XION. A subset Y of X is an error-determining set (ED set) for Sif 
inf {sup {, f(.u) - F(A, x)I : s E Xl- : A E P] 
= inf {sup (IS(x) ~ F(A, s); : .Y E Yl : 4 E 31. 
An irreducible etnwdetermining set (IED set) for Jis an ED set forJ which 
has no proper subset which is an ED set for-f. 
The above lemma is a consequence of the last coroiiary to Theorem 1 and 
the theorem of Caratheodory [ 1, p. 171. 
3hzn.r~ 4. Best apyroxinrations to f agree GIT arl?. IED set for.fi 
Proof. Let -4, B be best to f and let .Y be a set on which F(A, .) and 
5’(B, .) differ, say at the point X. By convexity of the set of best coefhcients, 
(A + 8),!2 is also best. Further x $ M((A + B)/2j. Hence x cannot be in an 
EED set for.6 
UNIQUENESS 
DEFINITION. x is afixedpoint of F if all approximants take the same value 
at s. Let V be the set of fixed points of F. By continuity of u’, I/ is closed. Let 
C( V, Xj denote the set of continuous functions taking the same values on K 
THEOREM 2. Let F(A, .) be best tof. Let S(A) be of dimemio.vl i 011 X -I if’ 
atzd a Ham s&space of dimension I on an I ED scf Y,fot$ Ler 5 1101 rmkk on 
Y. Ther: Y has exactly 1 + 1 points and F(A, ..‘j is mique$ best to.6 
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3 of E-51, with the corollaries to 
Theorem I being used. 
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COROLLARY. Let F(A, .) be best toJ Let S(A) be of dimension I on X - V 
and a Haar subspace of dimension 1 on M(A). Let s not canish on M(A). Then 
F(A, .) is zmiquely best to f. 
THEOREM 3. A necessary and sz@cient condition that F(A, .) be uniquely 
best when it is best to f E C( V, X) is that S(A) is a Haar szrbspace on X - V. 
Proof. Let I be the dimension of S(A) on X N V. Suj‘kiency. If f = 
F(A, .), F(A, .) is uniquely best. If f i F(A, .), M(A) n I’ is empty and we 
apply the previous corollary. Necessity. We combine the nonuniqueness 
arguments of [5, Theorem 3] and the nonuniqueness arguments for 
generalized rational approximation to get a pair of approximations without 
zero-sign compatibility [3, 41. 
In the classical case where )V is the identity transformation IV(X, y) = 4’ and 
we are approximating by R, the only fixed points of F are points x such that 
P(., s) E 0, and C( V, X) is the space of continuous functions vanishing on V. 
We obtain the 
COROLLARY. A necessary and szrjkient condition that RCA, .) be uniquely 
best when it is best to f E C( V, X) is that S(A) be a Haar szrbspace on X - V. 
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